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Tlhe Body as
Battlefield
by Angela Barron McBride
Hunger Strike: the Anorectic's Struggle as a Metaphor for our Age, by Susie Orbach. New York:

W. W. Norton, 1986, 201 pp., $15.95 hardcover.

hood is possible that is not at first obvious.
A s a woman who has struggled all her life
with being fat, I have never been partic- Anorexics cannot be dismissed as cold and
ularly sympathetic to the experience of manipulating nor the obese as loathsome and
anorexics. Why so many women find it impos-weak-willed. Instead of blaming the victim,
wider social issues become the focus. All
sible to resist a hot fudge sundae is under-

standable to me; chocolate and cream are my women hear some version of the message, "Be
vigilant, control your desires for food (and inidea of soul foods. Those who would starve
cidentally for sex), be frightened of your body,
themselves to death have been beyond my ken.
The clinical part of me may have been caringit is always waiting to let you down"; all can
profit from reading what Orbach has to say
with anorexics, but full empathy has been
limited by my predisposition to label such be-about it here.
havior senseless. I mention my views because
they have been fundamentally changed by Or-T hough this book should not be categorized as only for or about anorexics, it
bach's sensitive analysis of the issues; she
does have many insights into their spemakes sense out of the anorexic's experience.
cial situation. For example, the anorexic's
Orbach devotes the first half of her book to
Anne Fausto-Sterling.
struggle is viewed as a dramatic expression of
a careful and detailed explication of the
conflicts faced by today's woman: "The starvaanorexic's situation. Using her extensive cliniwomanhood? The argument cycles round on demonstrate the theoretical and conceptual
tion amidst plenty, the denial set against decal experience and familiarity with the profesproblems
inherent
in
sociobiological
accounts
itself, assumptions built on assumptions, the
sire,
sional
literature,
she
searches
for
meaning
in the striving for invisibility versus the wish
of
behavior,
tracing
the
strange
logic
and
lanwhole shaky edifice insulated from any critical
to
be seen - these key features of anorexia the
experience,
and
invites
one
to
honor
the
guage of the sociobiologists as they discuss
attention to its methodological muddles.
are a metaphor for our age." In this period,
person so afflicted by decoding various symrape
among
scorpion-flies,
mallard
ducks
in
Fausto-Sterling concludes that the old strucwhen many possibilities are supposedly taking
ptoms or rituals. Anorexia is viewed as an uncaptivity, and finally, by extension, among huture is hopelessly flawed:
shape for women, a response that is narrow,
mans. According to the sociobiologists she conscious solution to the problems many
Within such an intellectual structure no
rigid and controlled may be a way of handling
cites, rape is just one of a series of coequalwomen have in keeping their desires under
medical research of any worth to women's
an
all too fluid situation. Anorexia is one logiwraps.
Food
denial
is
interpreted
as
the
"reproductive strategies" produced by evoluhealth can be done, for it is the blueprint
cal consequence of a society that proclaims
woman's attempt to control her emotional
tion
over
the
millennia.
But
her
careful
dissecitself that leads investigators to ask the
neediness; the anorexic fights her feelings by you can never be either too rich or too thin and
tion of Barash's studies of mallard ducks leads
wrong questions, look in the wrong place for
sharply curbing her yearnings for the gastro- that sells women cigarettes by linking smoking
her
to
conclude
that
"the
data
render
Barash's
answers, and then distort the interpretation
nomic pleasures of the flesh. In mastering her with slimness. When thinness is linked with
neat little scheme bankrupt."
of their results. (p. 121)
moral superiority, then anorexia is a way of
appetite, she seeks to contain all her unmet
Fausto-Sterling
is a scientist criticizing bad
There are, however, some grounds
for optishouting out that you are truly worthy.
science and upholding the standards of herneeds.
mism. Now that researchers have begun to
Orbach rejects the notion that anorexia is a
The emphasis in this book, however, is not
sample normal populations of women instead trade; she is also a woman whose route to
refusal to be adult, because that perspective itof volunteers who complain of classic "symp- work, hours and methods of travel are limitedexclusively on psychological needs. Indeed,
self infantilizes women. The social meaning of
toms" such as hot flashes, they find that meno- by the fear of rape, that "important fear thatthe technical phrase "anorexia nervosa" is
influences the lives of most women." Sociobi-avoided, perhaps because the author wants to the hunger strike is automatically discounted
pausal women do not report significantly
downplay the notion that anorexia is just a once the afflicted individual is described as
greater frequency of physical symptoms than ology, she says, depends on intuition rather
case of nerves. Psychic structure and symptomchildlike; at the same time, that view contains
pre- or post-menopausal women -so calling than experimentation, and thus belongs to the
realm of political and philosophical debate; itsformation are repeatedly seen as shaped by so- the unfounded assumption that mature femiinto question the whole association of menoscientific credentials are sorely lacking. Forcial climate. The very title of the book equatesninity is unproblematic. There is prima facie
pause with disease. Instead of measuring
evidence that you cannot handle becoming a
women against the "normal" male reproduc- Fausto-Sterling, there. is a clear line betweennot eating with political protest. The
woman, for to be a woman is presumably not
tive cycle, it's assumed that men and womenthe realm of fantasy and the world of science,suffragists and Gandhi made the hunger strike

to have problems. Therapists who make these
into a way of drawing attention to injustice;
have different reproductive cycles, both of and the boundary is constituted by experimenassumptions
become enmeshed in a paradox:
atwhich are normal. Instead of assuming that bi- tal testing. She is not radical-feminist enoughthe anorexic uses the same methods to call
"T'ying
to
reconcile
their view of her as childtention
to
her
grievances.
It
is
a
protest
that
reto
admire
intuition
as
a
source
of
knowledge;
ology is a one-way determinant of our exiswith her relentless pursuit of incomprejects accepted norms while at the same like
time
tence, it is seen as a dynamic component of she prefers the more secure ground of estabhensible
aims, they end up involved in what
making a statement in a way that submits
to
physical-social reality; in other words, the hu- lished scientific method. Once again she
can only be described as a struggle for power
man body functions in a social context and claims feminist science as synonymous withthe current cult of thinness. In taking today's
over who is to control the individual woman's
aesthetic ideal to its extreme-conclusion, the
changes in response to lived experience. And "good science."
emaciated body is both an embodiment body."
of
Here is a book to read in the trenches.
instead of treating women as the (probably
After providing a framework for underpathological) objects of research, the new in-Feminists will find in it invaluable ammunition frail femininity and a screaming protest
standing the anorexic's experience, Orbach
vestigators listen and respond to the women's to counter the wave of anti-feminist theories against stereotypes -a version of "I'll go you
moves on to spell out some clinical conseone better."
own accounts of their physical-emotional ex- sweeping across the ideological landscape.

Scientists -with the possible exception of
those singled out for criticism -are likely to
find the arguments clear, reasonable and
responsible. Unlike some of the recent work in
feminism and science, this book does not assume a familiarity with current theories and
controversies in the history, philosophy and
sociology of science; nor does it require an exfoggily defined concepts are embedded in a tensive knowledge of feminist theory and armethodological mush, "a sort of quasi-scien-guments. It is a solid, serious, eminently useful
tific gruel." Most existing studies in this realmwork, a powerful critique of sexist theorizing,
try to demonstrate that testosterone is linkeda recovery of science and reason for the cause
to aggression; they are poorly designed, use of women's liberation. It's a book that can
questionable definitions of aggression, and, bring scientists and feminists together, that
when they do find high levels of testosteronewill help feminists understand science and
and aggression, cannot show whether any par-help scientists understand feminism. It should
ticular testosterone level causes aggression, or be required reading for college science courses
as a lucid account of one field of modern biolvice versa. In short, they are inconclusive.
ogy and of the hidden flaws and methodologiIn all the literature Fausto-Sterling analyzes, only one study examined testosterone cal problems of much research on socially
relevant issues.
levels in women.2 Its authors found that
And Myths of Gender does one thing more,
managerial and professional women had
higher levels of testosterone than clericalthough very gently: in countering crude assumptions of mechanical causality and bioworkers or housewives. Noting that stress
lowers testosterone levels, they concluded that logical determinism, it helps not only to free
the women in traditional female jobs were ex- science from the shackles of a reactionary pol-

perience. Even if their accounts don't yet add
up to a clear alternative account of menopause, they suggest exciting possibilities for
new directions in research.
When Fausto-Sterling turns her attention to
research on hormones and male experience,
she finds, not surprisingly, the same mess of
problems: wildly inadequate studies whose

quences, describing a model of care informed
Much of what Orbach has to say about food
by the preceding feminist analysis. The philosas the language of women's response is an
ophy of treatment espoused is compatible
elaboration of ideas introduced in her two
with many of the recommendations made at a
previous books. Ever since Eve was supposedly tempted by the apple, food has been fullNovember 1984 interdisciplinary conference
of symbolic meanings. It is temptation; it on "Developing a National Agenda to Address

represents an existential yearning for some-Women's Mental Health Needs." At that statething beyond yourself. It is also the manifesta-of-the-science conference, therapists were
urged to develop treatments with a sensitivity
tion of a woman's work for the family, an
to the contextual framework: "The fundamenexpression of love and caring. Love equals
tal priority must be to conceptualize all health
food; women equal love; women equal
problems as being in a context, that is, a sociofood -these connections are made over and
economic, cultural, generational, developover again.
mental, or lifestyle context."1
Women have been expected to meet the
needs of others, but they are nurturers tradi- The principal strength of Orbach's brook is
that she is consistently mindful of persontionally not entitled to rights and wants. They
get the leftovers after the men and children environment interaction. 'lEeatment should
meet the needs of the total person; clients
have had their fill. Their impulses are supshould be apprised of self-help groups; the
posed to be squelched so they do not become
prejudices of health care providers should be
greedy and want too much. In the book of
Genesis, a woman's greediness led to sufferingtaken into account; recovered anorexics
and loss; in modemn times, their appetites areshould be involved in treatment programs.

also expected to be contained lest they becomeI3rpically, rather than making forced feeding
the primnary form1l of "treatment," the feminist
insatiable. The strictures against eating are
therapist enters into an agreement not to interpart of a repressive society that encourages
women to feel- ashamed of both their bodies vene in the actual food intake of the anorexic,
provided that her weight does not go below
periencing higher levels of stress, thus lowering itics but at the same time points the way to new and their strivings.
what it is at their firt meeting. (In a true mediIn Hunger Strike these themes are develtheir testosterone production. The usual asfeminist scientific frameworks for interpreting
cal emergency, there would be some agIreedoped
to
underscore
the
fact
that
all
eating
disbiological
and
social
reality.
El
sumption that hormnones caused the social situpon miinimum to be eaten daily.) The focus is
orders are a feminist issue. The individual
uation, in other words, was reversed. The idea ' Randi Koeske, "Theoretical Ntrspectives
on Menon helping the woman to understand the
response
may vary- dieting, binging, purging,
of investigating the interaction of hormonal
strual Cycle Research," in The Menstrual
Cycle,
meaniing she attaches to food and to restart her
starvingbut
all
these
behaviors
can
be
unchanges and social experiences offers a fasVol. 1, ed. A. Dan, B. Graham and C.P. Beecher
derstood in a feminist context. Going beyond development of a self. Since control is so imcinating vista for future research.
(New York: Springer, 1980), pp. 8-24.
the limits
set for women is a form of protest; portant to the woman, it is essential that treat2 Francis Purifoy and Lambert Koopmans,
"An-

F Nausto-Sterling seems to be at her cool
best with hormonal theories, and at her
most outraged when dealing with socio-

biology. She uses the example of rape to

setting stricter limits is another way of defying ment be as non-coercive as possible.
drostenedione, Testosterone, and Free 'thstosterone

Though she is critical of the coercive, infanConcentration in Women of Variousconvention
Occupa- and being superhuman. Once fat
tions," Social Biology, Vol. 26 (1980), pp.
and179-88.
thin are understood as different responses tilizing and punitive aspects of the medical
model, Orbach has a chapter on the medical isto the same societal demands, then a sister-
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eText in the

sues to which the therapist should be sensitive:

for example, problems with electrolyte imbalance (especially potassium loss), low blood
pressure, circulatory disturbances, edema,

gumn disease, and so on.
Those who work regularly with anorexics

some readers, perhaps most, will be less trou-

by Lillian S Robinson

constipation, insomnia, irregular heartbeat,
vulnerability to infection, tooth decay and

bled than I am by a "materialism" that is only
intermittently Marxist and a "marxism"
divorced from Marx.

Feminist Criticism and Social Change: Sex, Class and Race in Literature and Culture, edited by
Judith Newton and Deborah Rosenfelt. New York/London: Methuen, 1986, 291 pp., $29.95

will find much of value in Orbach's sugges-

hardcover, $12.95 paper.

T he collection itself consists of twelve es-

tions. The snatches of dialogue she occasion-

Conjuring: Black Women, Fiction, and Literary Tradition, edited by Marjorie Pryse and

ally uses to illustrate different approaches

Hortense J. Spillers. Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1985, 266 pp., $29.95

vividly convey the differences between a con-

hardcover, $10.95 paper.

says by American and British critics. All
seven pieces of "applied criticism" work
well together, despite the fact that they touch

trolling and a therapeutic conversation. This is

on such a range of subjects: texts from two cen-

I44 guess this doesn't have much to do with tions and ... out of its concern with the ecowomen," the TV reporter remarks to
nomic."
pinnings for practice and concrete suggestions
me at the gate of Three Mile Island.
They add that "Many materialist-feminist
for feminist treatment.
A few months ago, a student journalist had in-critics ... have a triple or quadruple commit-

turies and both sides of the Atlantic, reflecting

a book that provides both theoretical under-

black and white, lesbian and heterosexual,
middle-class and working-class experience, as
well as "high literature," popular fiction and
film. Newton reprints here the chapter on
Villette from her unjustly neglected 1981
study, Women, Power and Subversion. In its

here are some weaknesses. For example,terviewed me about my project of integrating ment by virtue of being racial and/or lesbian
the new scholarship of women into the tradiliberationists." There is the disquieting implitional college curriculum. Now he is covering
cation, here, that it is possible to be a
whether a male therapist can be successour anti-nuke demonstration for local televinew context, the essay constitutes a model of
materialist-feminist critic and not be conful with this client population. Most of the
sion, and, spotting me in the crowd, aims his cerned with issues of race or sexual identifica-the kind of criticism she and her coeditor
time she implies that the therapist is a woman,
camera and mike my way and asks, "Dr.
tion. Indeed, the editors seem to be saying thatcharacterize as materialist-feminist and, at
but in a few places she refers to "she or he."
Robinson, why are you here today?" With
least implicitly, call for more of. Villette is a
only one's identity as a woman of color or a
Given her emphasis on understanding the
those cooling towers looming above us, it is
lesbian or both entails the additional commit- narrative intricately embedded in the conmeaning of food to women, one wonders if a
easy to speak convincingly about the threat
ment. Happily, their global definition of the sciousness, the passions, even the eccentriciman without firsthand knowledge can ever
that nuclear power poses to us all. My 60 sematerialist-feminist task, the "double work- ties of its protagonist. Newton's analysis
fully appreciate the lived experience and the
conds of outrage duly recorded, the reporter
scrupulously respects this individualism on
shift," makes no such invidious distinctions:
social context shaping the problem.
reminds me of our last interview: "I guess this
the part of Bronte and her character, while
The book emphasizes the role of the
work on the power relations implied by
doesn't have much to do with women." I glance
demonstrating the ways that the novel is also
mother-daughter relationship in understandgender and simultaneously on those implied
meaningfully at my seven-year-old, who has
by race, class and sexual identification; an
embedded in history. It is an especially knotty
ing the anorexic's dependency needs: "The
analysis of literature and an analysis of
been clutching my hand the whole while, and
case, because the values associated with class
daughter's needs stir up her mother's own unhistory and society; an analysis of the cirpoint out that some women have attached
and gender, which both coincide and conflict,
met needs, and arouse in her a range of contheir babies' photos to the signs they carry, so cumstances of cultural production and an
are not understood as the "background"
scious and unconscious responses..." One
analysis of the complexities with which at a
against which Lucy Snowe's intense inner life
would expect, then, that the mother should the
be reporter amends his statement: "I mean, it
given moment in history, they are inscribed
doesn't have much to do with feminist literary
unfolds, but as the integral agents in her moral
actively involved in her daughter's treatment,
in the text. (p. xix)
and emotional being.
but family therapy is never discussed as ancriticism."
opDespite their claim to be
falling
somewhere
Unlike the politics of nuclear power, the
The sociology
of literature
takes on various
tion. The role of the father in the development
connection between feminist criticism and so- between the two schools, supplementing and
meanings throughout these essays. Leslie Raof the family climate is totally ignored, a sericial action is not something I can summarize in correcting both, the book's introduction and
bine, for example, analyzes the publishers' forous omission given recent findings on the ima few glib sentences. Even if he'd been able tomost of its contents belong much more clearly mulaic guidelines for the writing of Harlequin
portance of the father in building the
wait for my answer, it would have made ratherto feminist thought than to the Marxist tradi- romances as well as their marketing strategy in
daughter's sense of attractiveness and selfclumsy copy. Yet, atatimewhenthe findings oftion, old or new. Feminist criticism, materialist order to suggest conclusions about recent
esteem. Some analysis of the father-daughter
or "not" (for no attempt is made to character- changes in romance content. The very vocaburelationship would have lessened the sense that women's history- and feminist historians
ize the mainstream, beyond referring to it as lary of the novels, she maintains, is based on
mothers are invariably the culprits in family themselves - support arguments on both sides
"most" or "other" feminist criticism), is abun- the connection of theories about gender and
of a major affirmative action case; when the
dramas.
dantly cited and referred to. Only some of the personality to social structures. In "Inverts
film version of a feminist novel evokes a pasThe chapter on medical issues provides
contributors, however, make explicit use of
and Experts: Radclyffe Hall and the Lesbian
some helpful information about symptoms, sionate debate about the acceptable limits of
Marxist sources, and Marx appears in his own
telling in a racist society; when a feminist
Identity," Sonja Ruehl reads The Well of Lonebut the book would have been more compreright- rather than as the founding father of an liness as a piece of popular literature, the prihensive if it had also included some general in-writer's publications are admitted as evidence
"ism" - only twice. I realize, however, that mary (and often the sole) literary source about
formation about the physiology of starvation against her at a US Immigration hearing, it
Orbach never confronts the question of

and exercise. There is some evidence that jog-

should be clear that the scholar's study and the

ging addicts and anorexics have in common a writer's studio are not autonomous and inviolate. Like it or not, that room of our own is
physiologic compulsion to push themselves
open on and to the world.
beyond normal limits. Whether the same
processes operate in the "high" experienced by The compilers of these two collections of essays about women and writing come down unanorexics and joggers is not clear, but some exequivocally on the side of the text in the world,
ploration of the role of endorphins in intense
as contrasted with the text as world. Feminist
activity would have been helpful. It is not just

ttf S!AlUfER$UVO F JEW JEQSEY
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the starvation that should be studied, but alsoCriticism and Social Change is most interestthe interaction between dieting and frenzieding for the dramatic diversity of its contents
and the consequently wide range of its claims
activity. The psychobiologic features of the
about the ways feminist criticism contributes
phenomenon must be understood as well as
to the multifaceted struggle to change
the psychosocial. Some reference to anorexic/
women's lives. By contrast, Conjuring is
anorexic-like behavior in males would also
remarkable, among other things, for its unity
have tested the limits of a feminist analysis of
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of organization and the harmonious literary
It would also have been helpful to eamnineand social vision that informs it. Both approacbes enrich our common inheritance as
the apparent fringe benefits of anorexia in the

the experience.

section on treatment issues. To the extent that

women and as readers.

From the beginning, Judith Newton and

the anorexic is emotionally needy, she may sa-

vor the attention that her frail form engenders. Deborah Rosenfelt announced their project as
People turn up the thermostat to keep her

an anthology of "left feminist" criticism,"their

warm, put a shawl around her shoulders, offer

aim apparently being an even broader representation of views and approaches than would
be implied within the (already flexible) bound-

her choice foods, lessen their expectations of
her and inquire frequently about her health.

Even if she resists these attentions in a defiantaries of the designation "socialist feminist."
pressed in these behaviors may be uncon-

Their introductory essay, "Toward a Materialist-Feminist Criticism," is itself an attempt to

sciously appealing. The fact that people are

define this new category. Newton and Rosen-

now solicitous and protective of her meets cer-

felt acknowledge that almost all feminist criti-

tain needs; the anorexic may resist giving up

cism is materialist in that it posits the social

show of strength or endurance, the caring ex-

construction of gender and a consequent mneThis book defminiely moves our understand- quality of power. But the criticism they identify as specifically materialist-feminist "is for
ing of anorexia as a feminist issue forward.

these gains.

The next step is to fit our feminist perceptions

into a more extensive framework. That will in-

the most part doubly commiitted to materialist
analysis . .. out of its concern with gender rela-

one interdisciplinary research seminar each academic
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giving several public lectures throughout NewJersey

Ethics at the University of Cincinnati, (1984-1985),
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can be in any field, but she/he must have made an

social factors)? what sustains the problem (e.g.

women's status in society.

important contribution to our understanding of

The holder of the Laurie (hair is required to conduct

publication
is available
about change in the affected individual? Orin microform
bach's book takes us towrs a more intricate
from University
analysis of this entire phenomenon.O
Microfilms
lDeveloping -a National Agenda to Address
International.
Women's Mental Health Needs, a project of the

interest to the Chair and meets weekly throughout

Douglass College at Rutgers, The State University of

volve distinguishing among three separate
questions: what causes a problem (e.g. psychometabolic changes, physiologic processes,

year. 'The seminar focuses on a particular theme of

A salary equivalent to a Full Professor's annual
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